
 

Warp Speed Spelling  
is a five-day, one-on-one Structured Word 
Inquiry based intensive with the objective of 
providing the most pertinent information to a 
learner to solve many spelling errors in a 
short period of time. A second objective is to 
teach the tools for independently using an 
SWI approach to solving puzzling spellings. 
 
When using an SWI approach, a speller is 
concerned with how the pronunciation is 
represented, but only after considering its 
meaning, its structure, and historically related 
words. How much more compact would 
vocabulary and spelling instruction be if we 
didn’t learn words one at a time, if we didn’t 
have to “just sound it out,” but were taught 
from the start that words belong to a family? 
And family members share meaning and 
tend to look alike. 
 
This seminar is appropriate for learners who 
are in fourth grade and beyond. Learners 
should know how to write the alphabet and 
have a fair knowledge of sound/letter 
relationships, but still misspell words. When 
many students learn these skills, their 
response often is, “Why didn’t someone tell 
me that?!” It is also appropriate for teachers 
and caregivers who want to understand 
words beyond “just sound it out.” 
 
A parent or coach must attend with students 
in fourth - sixth grades. Parent/Coach 
participation is optional for grade seven and 
beyond. Seminars can be online or in person. 

   
 

Warp Speed 
Spelling 

 
 

A five-day spelling intensive to kick 
your spelling abilities into overdrive 



 

Schedule 
Day 1:  

Writing word sums 
Spelling from a word matrix 
Analyzing words - finding base elements 

and affixes 
Creating a word matrix 

 
Day 2: 

Practice Doubling and Replace <e> rules 
using matrices and challenging spellings 
 
Day 3: 

Toggle y/i suffixing pattern 
Putting all the spelling rules together using 

flow charts 
 
Day 4:  

Conduct a structured word inquiry to 
investigate student’s challenge words by 
asking the four questions of SWI: what is the 
meaning of the word, how is it built, who are 
its relatives, and how does pronunciation 
inform the spelling? 
 
Day 5 

Review of concepts 
Independent word study practice for 

continued scholarship at home 
 
Cost: $200  
Includes: five, 50-minute classes and an 
organized notebook of the student’s learning 
to be used as a reference book upon 
completion of the spelling intensive. 
Students  will ultimately gain tools for a 
lifetime of spelling and reading success. 

Contact: 
Dulcie Crowther, MA, CCC-SLP 
Speech-Language Pathologist 

 
Email:  

d-crowther@hotmail.com 
 

Cell: 
340-643-2744 

 
Website: 

surroundliteracyandlanguage.com 
 

Credentials: 
ASHA Certificate of Clinical Competence,  
     Speech-Language Pathology (CCC-SLP)  
     #01111752  
Licensed Speech-Language Pathologist, State  
     of Maine #SP2750  
 
Specialized Training: 
English Orthography and Structured Word 
Inquiry,  
     60+ continuing education hours 
Orton-Gillingham Comprehensive Training,  
     IMSE, 30 hours  
Orton-Gillingham Advanced Continuum,  
     IMSE, 24 hours 

 
 

 
 

Spelling Mysteries Solved! 
 
<mispelled> or <misspelled>? One <s> or 
two? They both look right.  
Word sums to the rescue! <mis-> means 
bad/wrong <mis + spell → misspell> Two <s>’s 
 
How do I spell vowels that sound like 
“uh”?  
Think of words in the family. It’s hard to hear the 
first <i> in “definite”, but we do hear it clearly in 
“define”. Then, it’s word sums to the rescue 
again! <de + fine/ +ite→definite> 
Thinking of word families is also beneficial in 
efficiently building oral and written vocabulary. 
 
Why is it spelled <Monday> and not 
<Munday>  
Sometimes <o> spells “uh”. <o> is the chosen 
spelling over <u> because it reveals the word’s 
historical connection to <moon>. We see this 
spelling also in the related word <month>. 
 
<thier> or <their> - how to know if it’s <ie> 
or <ei>? It’s <e> before <i> because <their> is 
related to <they> <them> <the>. Family 
members look alike. 
 
Why not <soffen> instead of <soften> if 
we don’t hear the <t>?  
Because we need the <t> when spelling its family 
members <soft>, <softer>, <softest>, <softy>. 
Family members inform spelling alongside how 
the word is pronounced. 
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